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From the windswept, craggy coast of a remote British
Isle comes the thrilling tale of a daring lady and a dangerous knight... bound by the tempests of
fate—and the dawning of... Desire Upon her father's death, beautiful, headstrong Lady Clarre knew
that she must wed, for the protection of the Isle of Desire new fell to her. Yet when her guardian's
choice of prospective husband rode through her castle gates, she felt utterly betrayed. All sinewy
muscle and savage steel, Sir Gareth of Wyckmere was not the poet she'd requested but a fearsome
knight whose only interest was in war.Legions of robbers had fallen beneath the Hellhound of
Wyckmere's sword, and now this bold warrior was certain that he could tame one willful wife. Yet
even Gareth could not deter Lady Clare from trying to mold him into her ideal... until their clash of
wills ignited a passion that set them both aflame... and a treacherous plot put their lives in deadly
peril.

Reviews of the Desire by Amanda Quick
Uaha
Another great book by Amanda Quick. If possible I would give this book a ten. The story held my
attention from beginning to end. A combination of romance and mystery, skillfully written. Once

again I must thank Ms. Quick for a very entertaining novel.
Shakanos
Really enjoyed Ravished and loved Reckless and was looking forward to Desire as its set in medieval
times. Loved the hero but the heroine just got worse and worse in her silly behavior. The ending was
ridiculous in my opinion. SPOILER: the hero has caught several invading enemies. It's apparent that
three are mere boys but the others are hired criminals who rape, pillage and plunder. The heroine
decides that in order for the hero to prove his love to her he has to let them ALL go! Where was the
editor?! It seemed so obvious to keep the three and retain them if they pledge to you, but kill the
thugs. The heroine's reason-she doesn't want to see them hanging over her beautiful fields.
Seriously. Not like she couldn't have let the hero ship them off to be killed elsewhere. No. The hero
proves his love by letting them all go free. I'm sure if there is a sequel it's where the criminals return
and kill everyone. (Eye rolling)
I would have preferred the heroine come to her senses or shown some rational behavior for the time
period-this was not Height Ashbury in the 60's, no love in required-or for the hero to have shown
strength and common sense and done the obvious thing. Shame...started well.
Malojurus
I absolutely loved this book! The change of going back from "regency" books was exciting! I read it
until 4:00 am, just could not put it down. I wished all her books were as good as this one,
unfortunately they are not. I have a view on an author who writes under so many different names. I
am not giving up on Amanda Quick but I really do wish that authors would stick to one name and
either stay with historical or contemporary. However, I have to give this book a 5 and would give it a
6 if possible. If you have a chance to read this book, do not hesitate, you will love it! It is witty,
romantic, and captivating.
Ffel
One of my favorite Amanda Quick books. An historical romance, during a time period of knights and
ladies. In usual Quick/Krentz style, the knight and lady are fairly matched, a fun array of secondary
characters, with some mystery and mischief to be addressed, and a bit of a surprise at the end.
Rich Vulture
What a great (& quick) read! Clare & "the Hellhound" were characters to fall in love with! Now the
Hellhound was a great blend of an alpha male who was also kind & intelligent. (a rare blend in
heros) You wish he would just step out of the book, he was that endearing. & Clare was a heroine
with such a good heart & wit that her looks were secondary as to why he fell in love with her. A
refreshing change not to have to read endless pages in a romance novel dedicated to the heroine's
perfect face, tiny waist, buxom form....
All in all this one is one I will re-read in the future!
Zan
I'm totally enthralled by all of Jayne Ann Krentz's books no matter what name she writes under. Her
power as a writer began in her earliest publications and continues to her newest releases. Thanks to
Kindle and Nook I think I've managed to amass a complete collection. If I want a sure pick me up I
happily reread a sequence
Gozragore
Really like this book. It was the first I've read by her. Upon reading a few of her other books, some of
them have the same "formula," if you will, but they still make for an enjoyable read. Great chemistry
between the protagonists.
Love her older writings
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